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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the alleged

special difficulties in teaching very young children how to interpret
cartographic symbols. Adults too often reduce or temporarily destroy
interest by introducing too many complications too fast. There is a
vast difference between acceptance of a fact and understanding of the
cause of the fact. In teaching children how to understand maps;
teachers often seek to deal with the difficult aspects first, such as
the representation of a curved surface on a plane surface, and they
seek to press from simple facts to complicated explanations at too
fast a pace. Understanding symbols involves simply the ability to
associate ideas, a process commenced shortly after birth. Many
teachers assume that it is essential to provide pictorial maps if
young children are to understand cartographic symbolism. But to use
facsimile representations first only prolongs the process. As to the
problems connected with the round world and flat maps, the important
thing is to convince the child that it works, and how. It is
suggested that nine years be accepted as the minimum age at which
instruction in contouring be usefully commenced. The most important
thing in teaching cartographic symbolism is that children must be
brought to understand at each stage of instruction why something is
being done in a certain way, and the object of doing it.
(Author/JLB)
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CARTOGRAPHIC SYMBOLISM AND VERY YOUNG CHILDREN

bY

E. 0. GIFFARD

The purpose of this parlr is to discuss the alleged special difficul-

ties connected with teaching very young children haw to interpret thd

symbols used in cartcgraphy. Dy "symbols used in cartography,e1 something

cr
more is .steoAt than those symbols which are most often refered to .as

r. "Conventional Signs." These, of course, aro includod but, sdditiona4y9

eg it is necessary to consider the concopt of the map as representing part of
, 1)

0 the surface or the Earth and of the various methods of represen!Arw ths

relief of tne land and the depths of the sea. For the rmrpose of thle

paper, tnersfore, lager contouring twat be regarded as ono of a naaber of

symbolial devices used by the cartographer to represent what he wants to

show-without atteqptinEany_form of facsimilo_representatIon.

The p.4.oblem of 4014 to teach very young children haw to read a map in,

like most problems connected with teaching avthing largely a ::lyhological

oneound peychological principlos snd truths (with which most to.p.chez0 am,

or ought to be, faUlial7) are involved fror the cuts6.t1 Whilcty howsiq-or.

few people would quarrel with this statomet, it is a cuous litet that

many of those who com?lain most about the caleged smial diffioulUes of

teaching children iow to understand maps cre making thoss

greater, fir5tly by overestimating thom ard., secondly, by ignoring the

psychological principles involved and failir,g to base their matbods of

teehing upo7, them. For these reasons the author begs leave to devote a

lIttlo space to the purel7 psychological aspects of teaching with spec2a1
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reference to Abe understanding of symbols and, rightly or wrongly, he has

decided to try to do this with the minimum use of technical terms. The

choice was a difficult one because, if scientific jargon is much used, the,

nonspecielist must readwith a glossary at hand, whilst, ii jargon is

avoided, it is almost impossible to avoid the use of imprecise words or

phrases to which tho meticulously minded may justifiably objecta The

writer hes preferred to avoid the use of technical terminol.ogy as far as

possible nod if, therefore, children are referred to as "ordinary" children

or as "exceptional" children it is hoped that readers will not fret over-

much about the precise meaning of the words "ordinary' or "excentional"

but will be content to apply to those words the meanings customarily given

to them in everyday conversations about this and that. Similarly the phrase

"very young children" is meant to apply to children at any age between six

years and e'sven and the "generality" of children moans the great mass of

"ordiJmue children of about the same age--that is to say children who seem,

for their age, to be physically and mentally developed to A normal degree

and eho exhibit no physical disabilities nor any peculiarities of tempera-

ment such as would mark them down for particular notice. In tne strictest

scientific sense these definitions would be regarded as far toe loose, but

the writer believes them to be adevate for his purpose. That difficulties

will be encountered there is no doubt, but even the strictest of scientists

fails to avoid diffiealtioawith terminology.

If there is one mistake which people are liable tc make more often

than another when dealing with very young children it is the mistake of

taking it for granted that something or other will be altogether too dif-

ficult forethem to understand. In point of fact it is prebably true to

say that the majority of "ordinary" very young children are pApA.921 of
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understanding a good deal more, alood deal bettar than most of their

elders,are ready to believe. Whether such children exercise their capabili-

ties to the full or not depends upon a vaviety of considerations some of

which may be examined later but one of the writer's contentions is that,

when children do not seem able to understand something whict4 by ordinary

standards, they ought to be able to understand, the cause of thair_a'Alarl

Aistoozassn diaasuunLa lack of abilit whereas it is far more gam

lack of interest. The word "'understand" is here used in a wide sense,

co7ering not only single ideas but also the appropriate association cf two

or more simple ideas and, on occasion, the ccmprehension of an elementary

principle and its application. As an example of the latter consider the

relationship which exists between the large and small gear wheels of a

bicycle and the chain which connects the two, An "ordinary" child of, say,

six years will not take very long to grasp the fact that such a relation-

ship exists and that movement of one part results in movement of another.

It is interest which provides the child with the impulse to learn

and, happay, most children possess abundant stores of interest. Unfortu-

nately, however, adults who seek to stimulate and direct natural interest

too often succeed only in reducing or even temporarily in destroying it by

introducing too many complications too rapidly. This explains the pheno-

menon of the child who, having grasped an initial idea exceptionally

quickly, fails dismally to understand a secondary iaea connected with the

first even thcagh the latter may be actually the more simple of the teo.

The trouble in such a case is almost always data to tne fact that the child

was allowed iasufficient time fully to develop (and partially to exhaust)

its interest in the initial idea before the second idea wau iatrodaced.

As a resalt interest anis prematurely divided oetweer the twc ideas, the

3



small mind MA15 confused and irritated and attention wtndered to some other

single idea to which undivided attention might be given. Children vary

not only in the amount of time they require to devote to a particular thing

or idet but also in the amount of time they like to devote to it. Of two

children of apparently similar intellectual ability and at apparently the

same stage of development, one may be happily absorbed for ten or fifteen

minutes with a single idea whilst the other has exhausted interest in the

same idea in five minutes. Since most adults get bored more quickly than

do most children it is particularly important for the adult to avoid apply-

ing his or her own "interest-period" which will usually be shorter than

that of the child. The ideal method is to allow each child to determine

its own "interest-periode"and it is the impossibility of doing this when

teaching large classes which provides one of the strongest and most valid

arguments against the prevailing average of fifty to a class in our

primary schools.

There is, of course, a vast difference between the child's acceptance

of a fact and its understanding of the cause of the fact or of that fact's

relationship to other facts. Thus it is relatively easy tc teach a child

the fact that the black object standing on the hall chest is called the

telephone but a very different thing to convey to the child how the tele.

phone works. In the case of a very young child one would have to be content

for quite a long time with having succeeded in inducing the child to recog-

nise the object by its name, next would come the association of the object

with talking and later with talking to someone unseen and far may as

distinct frem someone present and visible. All that might be achieved

witnin months but the child's understanding of the scientific principle

upon which the telephone works would, almost certainly, have to be deferred

4



for several years. The importance of mentioning such an instance lies in

the fact that, whilst most teacherswould make no mistakes either in method

of time-allowances in regard to teachinga child something about the tele.

phone, matey would and do make mistekes in both respects in regard to teach-

ing children progressively how to understand maps.. Too often they seek to

deal with the really difficult aspects first--such as the representation

of a curved surface on a plane surfaceand. also they seek too often to

press on from simple "facts" to complicated explanations of such "facts" at

far too swift a pace. In fact it is the felure by many teachers to app4

basic printiples of the theory of teaching yhen maps aro concerned which

accounts in no smell measure fOr the fact that so many of them experience

exceptional difficulties when. trying to accustom children to the use veld

interpretation of cartographic symbols. Were that not the case the welter

would not have felt it necessary to remind his ree4ers of some of theca

psycholegical truths at the outset.

An astonishing amount of near nonsense has been teked and veitten

about the alleged inability of very young children to umlerstand symho:s

used on maps. This is the nore surprising ;Men one remempers teat the

process of understanding the meaning of symbels'involves no more than tea

ability to esseoiate ideas, which is a procees commenced by eear5 mentally-

healthy human creature very shortly after birth. In its simplest eei

earliest manifested forms this process approximates closely to eikat the
-

physiologists call the "cOnditioned response" and, when the process is

nearest to that semi-automatic reflex action, it may, perhaps, be said not

to irvolve actual as we adults understand Munideng tglut_12_01

.of the processes of learningd When the baby sees tts upecial feeding-

plate a complicated series of mental and physical reactióhe takes place.
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Whether these amount to no more than what tikes place in the dog when it

sees its dinner-plate depends mainly upon the age of the baby, LegLi_a

telth cases what taket.p.Wele the _bejal.mkg_.02...ze,
.1 of ideas

ar....64.LAn_valtan 1_14tie katr_inina_egLtmcginrehension of ALLEttmiljag, of
mtac.11.1 The point which the writer desires to make is that a process

which commences so early in life and which is so fundamentally a part of

natural growth and developMent cannot, ia the nature of things, be a process

which only exceptionally equipped children mey be expected to be able to

carry out. On the contrary At is a process so naturally a part of growth

and set in operation by nature at such an early stage in the life of every

ordinary child that it should be (end is) one of the easiest forms of

learning. We all know from observation that this ability to associate

ideas--to recognise the connection between something seen or heard with

something elsedevelops rapidly. Quite when or tn what manner tno

conationod response" develops into what may justifiacly be called reason-

ing, the witer does not pretend to know, nor is it particularly pertinent

to the matter under considoration. What is pertinent is that it would

seem to be an established fact that there is absolutely no justification

for the widely held belief that to ask very young children to understand

simple cartographic symbols is to put a severe strain upon their little

minds. In fact it puts little or no more strain upon them than to ask

them to accept a block of wood as representing a motor-bus or three blocks

wood tied together as representing a train. In factr if left to them-

selves, they will often do some suCh thing without the suggestion being

made. What does pat too severe a strain on the minds of very young children

is the attempt to mike them understand at too early an age what is difficult

enough even for the intelligent adult. To try to teach a child in even the
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most simple and generalised wry ka a portion of the curved surface of the

earth can be represented reasonably accurately.on a flat piece of paper is

to try to do the same thing as to try to make that child understand how

the telephone works (that is to sgy the theory of the telephone instrument)

instead of being -entent with teaching its name) and what one can do with

it. Iet maey teachers do try to give very young children some idea of the

theory of projections and, when challenged on the wisdom of this, will Bey

in explanation that they feel obliged to do so because oi the existence in

the classroom of a globe. °Rae they say "can we reconcile the globe with

the maps?" Or again, "How can we expect a child to believe US that the

flat map of Africa hanging on the classroom wall is, for all ordinary pur-

poses, as good and accurate a map as the map of Africa which they can see

on the curved surface of the globe? Surely we have to try to prove it to

them somehow even if only in the simplest terms." The answer, of ceurse,

is that it is not necesgary to try to prove such a contention at such an

early stage in the child's education any more than it is neceseaey to prove

how the telephone works. What matters is that the telephone does work stit

alg_theuttlssixt.ktuLt.=4..stugLdat.24. to the child. The same

can be done in the case of the flat map and the globe.

By and large, children are very co-operative and obliging when they

are being taught so long, of course, as their interest is maittained. In

order to make progress with the matter in hand (be it game or lesson) they

will readily accept many unexplained things as facts or, at leaat, be

satisfied with some very simple form of explanation or proof--preferably,

of course, lay demonstration. If, for instance, one gives a small child a

lamp of wood and says net's call this a motor-bus," the child will agree

without hesitation. It knows that the lump of wood iB nct a motor-buo but,
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for the purpose in hand, is ready to accept the lump of wood as a symbol.

At a later stage mounting interest and enthusiasm plus the near magic of

imagination will transform that piece of wood so that, to all intents and

purposes, it is a motor-bus so far as that child is concerned. The block

of wood can be pulled or pushed along the garden path and, although there

is no doubt that it is a block of wood and.that the garden path is the

garden path, yet the child sees it in the mind's eye as a motor-bus travel-

ling on the road. Likewise one may say to a child "let's call this piece

of paper the garden." Initially this mgy be a mere difficat idea to put

over but, by calling into pley the same forces of interest and imae.nation,

it will usually be possible to induce the child ts accept the piece ef paper

as representing the garden, particularly if an initial demonstrseion is

followed by an invitation to the child actively to co-oporate in the develop-

ment of the idea. For instance:- one draus a double line dawn the side of

the paper to represent the garden path and a few ether lines to indicate

the boundaries of the lawn and the flower-beds. The child watches and, with

any luck, one is soon encouraged to prooeed a lietle further either by the

rapt attention of the child or as a result of sone pertinent question.

"Now you mark where the apple trees are," one invites and the child complies--

perhaps not eith aey very great degree of eccuretcy but ne matter--the

battle is won. Soon the piece of paper with thq marks upon it has become

to the child a very real representation of the Earden. Defficulty arises

with the chicken house. The child attempts a drawing but ehis provides too

much difficulty; the child shows signs of becomkg disheartened and loss

of interest isimminent. "Let's just.draw a squsee and call that the chicken

house," one suggests. Enthusiasticelly the chili accents the idea and, an-

knawingly, of course, accepts at the same time ehe basis printiple of
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cartographic symbolism. Soon the piece of paper is covered with gimbals.

The child has made its first map. That eill be enough not only for the

day but, perhaps, for several weeks. Then another opportunity will arise

and the experiment can be carried a stage further.

Before an attempt is made to consider further stages in the child's

education.in the use and making of maps it mmy be as well to sey a word or

two about the prevalent idea that facsimile representations (drawings) of

the features of a landscape and of the objects to be seen thereon ought to

precede the use of eymbols. Many teachers and some child psychologists and

training college lecturers seem content to let it be assumed that the

provision of such 'pictorial' maps is essential if very young children are

to be brought to an understanding of cartographic embolism without undue

difficulty. The writer disagrees emphatically with that idea although

ready enongh to agree that such pictorial maps have their uses, particularly

in etimuleting children's interest in what is to them the great unknown.

The great majority of teachers° requests for such maps, hawever, is met

for such a purpose but for the purpose of helping to teach children how to

"read" maps--in other words for pictorial maps to use as stepping stones

towards the underatanding of cartographic symbols. It is that idea sthich,

in the writer's opinion, i$ fundamentally wrong. As has already been

explained earlier on in this paper, the normal child experiences no special

difficulty in accepting as a eymbol for something an object or a mark which

is in no sense a facsimile representation of that something. The block of

wood is readily accepted as a symbol for the motorebus, and the square

drawn In pencil on the paper is accepted as representing the chicken house.

Since nopheyiological or psychological difficulties stand in the wey of

the use of symbels from the outset why not use them? To use facsimile

9
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representations first is only to prolong the process fats91,___uporienta,

illausum theresentt of thhil4 when the 5u t.iutipn otpicture ly
mtp21.14.1.1tass...rited. Naturally the child will prefer facsimile represent.
ations if these are offered because they are more readily identified and
might be described as more amusing but, if they are never offered, the child
will never miss them. Itireover the child's own progress with map making

will be hindered if a start has been made with facsimile representations
of hills, woods, houses and other features of the landscape becaase the rate
of progress will depend to .a large extant upon the child's ability to draw
recognizable representations of these things. Some children are very s/ow
to learn how to draw reasonably well and a reasonable accomplishment in
that art may well be delayed much longer than the ability to draw a map,
using symbols which call for no high degree of competence in drawing. For
these reasons the writer urges that symbols should be used from the outset
so that their use comes to be associated with maps in the child's mind from
the very beginning of its education in the use and making of maps. Famili-
arity with the use of simple symbolical devices will make it easier in later
stages for the child to comprehend more complicated devices (such as cone

tours)and there will be no beginning all over again suet' as is inevitable
when pictures and drawings are used to start with, nor will complications
arise from lack of room when more detail has to be shown on a map made on

a small scale. To these arguments the protagonists of pictorial represents-
tion may reply "These may be sound arguments where the representation of
fsmiliar objects is concerned but how can a child be brought to undeestaed
a symbol for something it has never seen?" To that question the writer
makes answer "By showing the child the object or, if that caneot be done,

by showing it a pieture or pfiotograph of that object--the picture or

10
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photograph being tEl another book aaalapat.m_taaitquuLlarir.t.ahe

Eats." The point here is that it is not the business of the cartographer

to show on maps what features or objects look like .but to show where they

are. Once anyone starts off on the wrong foot and begins to confuse the

respective functions of the picture book and the map many future difficul-

ties are invited.

Reverting now to problems connected with the round world and flat
mapsit is said that, having taught a child that the world is round, it
is extraordinarily difficult to convince the same child that portions of

the curved surface of the world oan be represented. with reasonable accuracy

on a flat surface like that of a piece of paper. Put like that one might

be tempted to agree wholeheartedly but, in fact, it is the writer's belief
that, thoegh a degree of difficulty is admitted, that degree has been wildly

exaggerated. The whole question terns on whether own is.going to be oath-

tied with convincing the child that portions of the Earth's curved surface

pm be represented on a flat piece of paper or whether one is feolish

enough not to be satisfied with achieving this but to insist on explaining

how this is made possible. Going back to the analogy a the telephone--

the important thing is to convince the child that it worksthe scientific

explanation of hal the thing works. can safely end properly be left for

someone to tackle in the years ahead. The difficulty, then, which does

have to be surmounted is the difficulty of convincing a child that portions

of the curved surface of the Earth on *be represented on flat paper and it

is that difficulty which .the writer believes to be generally overestimated.

Very small children live in a world which Ls absolutely full of

unexplained phenomena. They are far more accu9tomed than adults to accept-

ing what any grownup tells them as the truthto taking apparently

11
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inexplicable things for granted without worrying too much about how or

why. Therein Ileac the importance of making it a fixed principle never to

tell a child a lie. So long as no adult tells a child a lie, so long as

the child's implicit faith in the truthfulness of the grownups is never

rudely shattered nor even gradually undermined, the process of education

can proceed smoothly because many things too difficult for the child to

understand can be passed over for the time beinge-the teacher's assurance

being accepted without question. To put the matter in a reitshellvery

young children must be told the truth but9 unlike magistrates and judges,

they need not be told the wj,122.e truth nor is it necessary to prove to them

in full detail the truth of vihat they have been told because, again unlike
:

magisirates and judges, they will usuall7 believe what they are told with-

out demanding proof. Therein lies the added importance of never telling

them untruths such as used oommonly to be told children about Father

Christmas coming down chimneys and about babies being brought by storks and

hidden under gooseberry bushes. Once a child realizes that it has been told

an untruth about something by an adult implicit faith is destroyed and the

tendency to demand proof begins to develop. As a result progress in

education is delayed and teaching becomes more and more difficult.

Most very young childreny'when told that the world on which they live

is round, will believe the statement although it offends their senses which

te/1 them that it looks more or, less flat--that is to ssy, not curved.

Since they will so readily accept this astonisUng statement inky ahead it

be regarded as unlikely that they will siccept the further statemeet that

small 'portions of the curved surface of the Earth appear relatively flat

and, as such, can be reasonably well repesented on a flat piece of paper?

Indeed few ctiildren will question that statement and it is not really

12
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gagajda to try to offer than any mort of proof though it is always a gpod

thing to do so if the opportunity arises, as it may do at the seaside or on

a steamer trip at sea followed by a walk inland. Demonstrations of aqy

kind are always useful and one often used by the writer may be described

as an example of what can be done with the most simpae apparatus. Take an

old rubber ball and emphasise its roundness to a child. Roll it down the

garden path--pick it up and hand it to the child., letting the child feel

ite curved surface. Suggest that the child should try to.make int spread

out flat on the table or on any hard, flat surface. The child will obedi-

ently try'and will readily agree that this cannot be dont). Now tam, a

knife and cut a small portion of rubber out of the ball. Give it to the

child and emphasise that that small portion cut from the round Nal looks

very nearly flat. Let the child peess the portion of minim against a hard

flat surface and register the fault that it 421 go 14most flat. Row explain

in simple terms that, if a small portion of the Earth's alrface wears cut out

in a similar way that portion 'mild also look flat. Result:. the child

accepts the idea that, although the surface of the werld is curved in the

same amy as the surface' of the-rubber ball is curved, mnall portions of

that surface (elt least as much as one ean see at a time) look nearly flat.

No further argument is likely to arise. A simple demonstration 'hums sup-

ported a firm statement of feet, the child's own senses have confirmed

that it has been told the truth and progress has been made. The scientific

explanation of how the detail on a curved surface can be projected on to a

plane surface with the minim= of distortion can limett several yeumrs without

hindrance to the child's progress towards understandingsimple maps. Wherein

lies this supposed enormous difficulty? Since readers may, however, justly

observe that, though the enri.ter may claim to have shown how a young child

13
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mgy be helped over some of the difficulties of reconciling the globe

(as representing the round world) with flat maps as representing smaller

portions of the surface of the round world, the difficulty of reconciling

the flat map of the Etaglwistkilrith the globe remains to be solved. This

ia indeed the case and the difficulty is most pronounced when the map of

the whole world on Mercator's Projection is involved because the distor-

tion of areas such as Greenland and South America is so very great and even

the smallest children can observe this distortion for themselves when com-

paring the shape and sizs of either of these areas as (shown on the globe

with the shape and size of the same areas as shown on the Mercator map.

Moreover the successful demonstration wiJal the.rubber ball can become an

embarrassment because, having demonstrated that the whelp world (as repre-

sented by the rubber ball) mat be laid out flat but only small portions

of it at a time, the child will be all the more mystified by the flat map

of the whole world as this woubi seem to represent the achievement of

something already proved to be impossible! To overcome this very real

difficulty seeeral courses mgy be taken according to the age of the children

concerned and the level of understanding they have reached in regard to naps.

With younger children, that is to say with those between five and eight

years of age, it is as well to postpone the problem altogether if that be

possible and to keep flat maps of the whole world out of sight for the time

being--especially those on Mercator*s or any similar projection. if, how-

ever, this cannot be done and the question &marts* before the right time

to deal with it has arrived, then it mnst be faced, because any attempt to

brush the matter amide without any explanation may easily arouse suspicions.

When' faced with this problem in his own teaching days, the writer used to

seize the opportunity to use the Mercator world map as further proof of the

14
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truth he had demonstrated with the rubber ball--the truth that, whilst one
could represent small areas of the earth's surface fairly accurately on a

flat surface, one couldn't do the same with the whole world. The children

would be told that a man called Mercator had tried to do it and they could
see for themselves what had happened. Then the distortion of Greenland and

South America would be pointed out and comparison would be made with the

globe. Finally, with an eye to the future, a word would be put in about

Mr. Mercator having succeeded in ene respect about which the children would

learn when they were older, and, at that point, the matter would be closed.

In the writer's experience this method of dealing with the difficulty al-
most always succeeded. The explanation offered satisfied the children'a
curiosity, resolved any developing sense of puzzlement ani confirmed what

they' had previously accepted. Moreover it made no difficulties for the
future, told no untruths and demanded no more of their intelligence than

was fair to ask.

The various cartographic devices for representing the relief of the
land have always provided teachers with problems and it is probable that

the recent rise in favour of what is called "Graphic Relief" is largely one

more of the many manifestations of teachers° difficulties in teaching very

young children how to understand contouring on maps. "Graphic Relief," by

which is meant the achievement what appears to be of a three-dimensional

representation of the verying heights of land, ie really no more than the

old device of hill-shading better executed by modern methods and, as such,

it has it's uses not only in the primary sOhool but all the way up to

university level. Keay people look upon it as something the .use of which

should be restricted to anis 'and atlases inteaded for young children but

this is far from being the ease. In point of feet the writer believes

15
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that "Graphic Relief" shdald be used with caution in the primary school

whereas it may be (and is) used extensiv4y at grammar school sixth form

and university levels. The danger of the exclusive or over-use of this

method of representing relief in primary schools lies in the fact that it

may (and often does) retard children's understanding of contouring, and

contouring tb:ey mat learn to understand if, at later stages of their edu-

cation, they are to bo able to °read' and 'interpret' Ordnance Survgy maps

and take G.C.E. at "CP or any other level. Arguments already used in regard

to 'picture-maps' and pictorial or facsimile representations of aey kind on

maps apply in this case and it is the writer's firm conviction that, if

"Graphic Relief" is used in the primicry'school (and a case may be made out

for that), it should, at least, agUaejaikkap_ss_s_usi-
g_thLcAtamatzoitlesjans,michdrer

eLacentataget. That said, it mgy be profitable to examine in greater detail

haw best the idea of contouring may be conveyed to very young. children.

There are some who contend that the idea of contouring is altdgether

too difficult for primary school children at any age and that the attempt

to explain this idea and demonstrate the method 'should be deferred till

the child hes entered the secondary school and this is not altogether so

unreasonable as it might appear because the understanding of contouring

involves the understanding of same very complex ideas all of which have to

beunderstood in relation to eadh other and to the matter as a whole.

Naturally one would not talk to a primary school child about "Vertical

Intervaldlami"Borizontel Equivalents" but, if the child is to comprelhommd

the basic idea of contouring as a means of representing relief (together

alth relative heights and angle of slope) the ideas to which these names

are given must be conveyed and there is a minimum average age at which they

16
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can be comprehended. "What is that age? Opinions differ very much but the

writer thinks that it would be safe to say that serious instruction in

contouring cannot be given to children much under the age of nine and often

not until over that age. Much fun may be had with heaps of mud or sand

before the age of ninebut, although a good time may be enjoyed by all in

this wsw, it is almost certain that no clear idea of what oontouring means

or how it represents the relief of land will emerge. It is suggested,

therefore, that nine years be accepted as the minimum age at which instruc-

tion in contouring may usefully be conmenced. Up to that age (and often

for some time afterwards) ohildren ehould be allowed to invent symbols for

high ground or hills and use.these on the maps they make. So lOng as each

child makes the attempt to indicate in some manner whereabouts itlls Are

situated it does not really matter very much how this is done. The impor-

tant thing is that the child should recognize the necessity to show on its

maps &aft the levels of the ground begin to change. If no idea of how to

do this occurs to the child, help should, of course, be given bet, usually,

this will not be neceseary.

Assoming that one has a group of childrenithom one considers to be

ripe for serious instruction in contouring theke are vaAnue wegns in which

one can make a start but the writer believes that nothing gives such good

results as team work which provides opportunities for direot activity.

Care must, however, be observed personal3,y to direot all the activities of

the children so that they never lose sight of the purpose of those activities.

If they are not constantly reminded why they are doing suoh and such a thing

and what effect doing those things has had on the object in view, their

sense of purpose will soon be lost and the project will, degenerate into

something very different from instruction in contouring. It is nsually
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better to work out of doors in fine weather but, if there is somewhere

under cover where an artificial mountain may be made of mud or wet sand

without breaking any regulations, instruction indoors is quite possible.

It would be inappropriate in a paper of this description to attempt

to describe in the fullest detail how to give elementary instruction in

contouring. It must be assumed that all teachers know more or less well

haw to go about the matter and it would be wrong to suggest that there

exists one single method which is .the best method and the ohe which every

teacher should adopt. In truth the best method is the one which a teacher

finds by experience to be the method wtich gives him or her the best results.

All variations in the mettiod of giving elementary instruction in contouring

dc, however, involve the provision of an artificial hill or mountain and

taere must be measuring and marking. Some teachera fiml it best to do all

the practical work themselves with the children watching but inactive

whilst others, find that controlled activity, with the children doing most

of the practical work under guidance, gives the best results and ensures

that they remain interested in valet is going on. Whatever variations of

method are used and whether the children are active or inactive it is essen.

tial to observe a certain sequence and for the teacher to make sure that

certain things are ful/y understood by the children before aa advance is

attempted. These are points of exceptional importance and mAy reasonably

be dealt with at some length in a paper which ismainlyconcerned with the

psychological aspects of instruction in this subject.

The most important thing of all to remember is that the children mt..

be brought to understand itlitsth_due_djastmtjaa why anything is being

done in a certain way and what is the object of doing it. One.nmst explain

the object and intention of rm, stv about to be taken and, *ten the. action

18
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has been taken, demonatrition

attliold. In maqy eases instruction, which ins otherwise competent and

would have been successful* has failed because the children wore left un-

certain why something had been done (or done in a certain way) and this

bedevilled instruction at every stage beyond. Teachers are liable to go

wrong in this.way at every stage but more often the mistake is made at one

or othar of tho earlier stages, instances of which follow. Sometimes it is

taken for granted that the children understand that the base-board (or the

ground or floor, as the CAVO may be) on which the artificial mountain has

been made represents sea-level and that sea-level is "Nought Level," or

"nought feet"according to the unit of measurement adopted. Another fre-

quent cause of difficulty is'the failure to nake quite sure that the

enildren fully understanewhy, in order to find whereabouts on the mountain

sides to mark a line shoving a fixed height above sea-level, ILImilust.ta

melEwAllsgs.10L122.42.t..232s-ktilaang-ild2.1.9.L...tbs_ot.s.aldw

This is tho point at whinh, in the simplest language, the teacher attempts

to fix in thN children'u minds the essential difference between "Vertical

Interval" 'and "Horiecntal Equtvalent" and, unless he succeeds in doing this,

all future instructionwill be langelywithott value. The explanation must

be clear and plenty of time must be devoted lo it. It must be amplified by

demcnstration and thl children are best convilced by being allowed to prove

the point for thems.v:.ves by experiment. Likowise, when the polnts through

wlica to draw the fliot contour line are fixol by experiment (usually by

wessing the rulw int.. the mud or sand at dt!.ferent places until a correct

rsading of inees is obimined) it muet be exp:ained to the children that

tie is done in real life y a wonderful instrument about whic.a tney will

barn later on, and not br boring down through the mountain. It might
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be thought that the point is unimportant andtherein lies the mistake.

Children are realists and, although they will accept as true something which

seems to them improbable or strange exDlanation.

ILLaffe, they will puzzle over the same thing if it is not explained.

So long, theregfore, as the process of digging the ruler into the "mountain"

to find the height at a certain place is explained as a makeshift which will

give the result needed, all will be weal. If the point is not made suspio-

ions may be aroused which Inv develop into an attitude of unbelief towards

the whole business. These instances mersuffice to show.the importance of

explaining everything at every stage and of providing demonstrations to

support the explanations.

In the later stages of teaching contouring it is usually thought a

good thing to allow the children to build a relief map for themselees--

providingthem, DI° course, with as much practical help as may be necessary

in the way of cutting out the leyers of linoleum or plywood and fixing the

same in their correct places. This is, indeed, an excellent aid to full

understanding singgjamja212JulgaLluxtUgsassoly.ad. Too often, however,

it is attempted at too early a stage and then much of the value ok the

exercise or project is lost. For this reason it is a good thing to devote

one or two classroom lessons to the making of such a relief map befcre let-

ting the children go aimed with making one themselves. Some teachers seem

to think that.it is barely possible to give a lesson in class in this way

but the writer has not only successfully done so in a classroom but also hy

television broadcasts and is therefore convinced that it is something which

teachers oan attempt eith every hope of success. The value of the claes

demonstration lies chiefly irethe fact that,''during the building-up of a

relief map before the children's eyes, ell previous explanations and
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demonstrations 4re, or can be, repeated and opportunities arise for testing

the children's undmrstanding and remembrance of points specially stressed

in arlier lessons. The vast/y important sequence of operations can again

be emphasized. in the best Rgy possible.-that is by actually carrying out

each opere!.on in turn and in the correct order.-and the relationship between

the visib:e layer contours of the model and the contoured map from which they

were copod OSA be effectively demonstrated.

Referelce to the maUng.of relief model maps leads ene to the consider-

stir:. of tte making of ma?s generally.-the making of them by childreh from

Jarly ages up to and beyoni adolescence. This, say some people, is a time-

consuming businose and, whoreste a few children may teach themselves something

by such means, many will Mtter awgy hours scrawling and daubing unintelli.

gently on pieces of papar willout learning anything to speak of. With that

point of view the writer has to sympathy nor has he much respect for those

who advance it. The +secret of teaching very young children how to begin to

understand maps lies in eecue,ng their interest in maps and there exists no

better way by which to secure theinterest of a child than to Set it to

create something. That is not to say that children should not have printed

maps and atlases of a kind appropriate to t'Aeir age, for such are eseential,

but they should also be encouravd to make plans and maps of all kinds-.

plans of the playground or the gArden, maps of the village,.maps of the

common and, in fact, maps of any Area so long as nothing over-complicated is

attempted. In this way classroom explanations of cartographic eymbols and

of scale will be supplemented by prtctical experiment and the whole business

will be invested with an intdrest not otherwise to be engendered. Let no

one worry if children's early efforts are crude and inaccarate--so long as

interest is aroused, stimulated, maintained and intelligently directed% the
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foundations will be firmly laid of a full understanding of maps andol_alt

Emig_ jari=m1sludaraugiLlatuagsUtsa

Finally let there be no evading of issues and no attempt made to excuse

such evasion on the grounds of alleged special difficulties. Difficulties

there are but they are largely the same difficulties which teachers have to

face when attempting to teach very young children anything and, in the

writer's opinion, it is doubtful whether it is any more difficult to teach

childron hail to understand a simple map than it is to teach them how to

raw" or Irate.
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